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Abstract

Breast cancer is the second most frequent cancer. The reference process for
breast cancer prognosis is Nottingham grading system. According to this sys-
tem, mitosis detection is one of three important criteria required for grading
process and quantifying the locality and prognosis of a tumor. Multispectral
imaging, as relatively new to the field of histopathology, has the advantage,
over traditional RGB imaging, to capture spectrally resolved information at
specific frequencies, across the electromagnetic spectrum. This study aims at
evaluating the accuracy of mitosis detection on histopathological multispec-
tral images. The proposed framework includes: selection of spectral bands
and focal planes, detection of candidate mitotic regions and computation of
morphological and multispectral statistical features. A state-of-the-art of the
methods for mitosis classification is also provided. This framework has been
evaluated on MITOS multispectral dataset and achieved higher detection
rate (67.35%) and F-Measure (63.74%) than the best MITOS contest re-
sults [46]. Our results indicate that selected multispectral bands have more
discriminant information than a single spectral band or all spectral bands
for mitotic figures, validating the interest of using multispectral images to
improve the quality of the diagnostic in histopathology.
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bands selection, texture characterization, classification, object detection,
features extraction

1. Introduction

According to the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) in
its GLOBOCAN 2012 estimated cancer incidence, mortality and prevalence
worldwide [1], breast cancer is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer
worldwide after lung cancer. In 2012, there was an estimated 1.677 million
new breast cancer cases and 522,000 deaths from breast cancer.

The reference process for breast cancer prognosis, recommended by the
World Health Organization, is histologic grading that combines tubule for-
mation, nuclei atypia and mitotic count [2, 3]. This assessment of tissue
sample is synthesized into a diagnosis that would help the clinician to deter-
mine the best course of therapy. Several computer aided diagnostic solutions
exist for the detection of tubule formation [4, 5] and nuclei atypia [6, 7, 8, 9]
but only a few are dedicated to mitosis detection [10, 11].

In histopathology, hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) is a well-established
staining technique, exploiting intensity of stains in the tissue images to quan-
tify the nuclei and other structures related to cancer developments [13]. In
this context, image processing techniques are devoted to accurate and objec-
tive quantification and localization of cancer evolution in specific regions of
the tissue such as cytoplasm, membranes and nuclei [14]. From the chromatic
viewpoint, nuclear regions are characterized by non-uniform stain intensity
and color, thus preventing a trivial classification based on color separation. In
addition, the superposition of tissue layers, as well as the diffusion of the dyes
on the tissue surface, may bring the stains to contaminate the background
or other cellular regions, which are different from their specific target.

One of the most difficult challenges in histopathological dataset analysis
is spatial analysis, more specifically automated nuclei detection and classi-
fication [15, 12]. The objective of nuclei classification is to assign different
labels to different types of nuclei as normal, cancer, mitotic, apoptosis, lym-
phocytes etc. In addition, quantitative characterization is important not only
for clinical applications (e.g., to reduce/eliminate inter- and intra-observer
variation in diagnosis) but also for research applications (e.g., to understand
the biological mechanisms of the disease process) [16].

Image analysis in cytology has been studied for years and numerous solu-
tions [17, 30, 31, 32, 33] have been proposed in the literature. The application
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of these solutions to histopathology is rather complicated due to the radi-
cal differences between the two imaging modalities and to the highly com-
plex image characteristics. Indeed, in the case of histology images, cellular
structures and functions are studied embedded in the whole tissue structure,
presenting various cells architecture (gland formation, DCIS), very difficult
to handle with usual pattern recognition techniques. Nevertheless, recent
works [34, 10, 11, 12] show great potential for computer assisted diagnostic
of histopathological datasets for breast cancer grading.

Multispectral imaging has the advantage over traditional RGB imaging
to retrieve spectrally resolved information of a tissue image scene at spe-
cific frequencies across the electromagnetic spectrum. Multispectral imag-
ing system captures images with accurate spectral content, correlated with
spatial information, by revealing the chemical [29] and anatomic features
of histopathology [35, 36]. This modality provides option to biologists and
pathologists to see beyond the RGB image planes to which they are accus-
tomed. Recent publications [37, 38, 39, 40] have begun to explore the use of
extra information contained in such spectral data. Specifically, a comparison
of spectral methodologies demonstrates the advantage of multispectral data
[41, 42]. The added benefit of multispectral imaging for analysis in routine
H&E stained histopathological images, however, is still largely unknown, al-
though some promising results are presented in [43, 37, 40, 39]. As far as
we know, there is no existing study of the use of multispectral imaging for
automation of mitosis detection in breast cancer histopathology.

In our study, we propose a framework [11] for mitosis detection in breast
cancer multispectral histopathology. This framework addresses two impor-
tant questions: First, does the spatial-spectral analysis on selected spectral
bands (as opposed to spatial analysis on single spectral or spatial-spectral
analysis of all the spectral bands) suffice for efficient classification of mitotic
and non-mitotic figures. An obvious advantage of using selected spectral
bands is its reduced computational and storage complexity. Second, how ef-
fective are the multiple features for discrimination of mitotic and non-mitotic
figures, as compared to one type of features? Some examples of mitotic and
non-mitotic nuclei are shown in Figure 1.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the state-of-the-art of multispectral methods, particularly in object or re-
gion detection in histopathology, related to this research work. Section 3
describes the dataset used for this study. Section 4 describes the proposed
framework for mitosis detection in breast cancer multispectral histopathol-
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(a) Mitotic nuclei.

(b) Non-mitotic nuclei.

Figure 1: Examples of mitotic and non-mitotic nuclei in breast cancer multispectral
histopathology. It is difficult to manually differentiate between mitotic and non-mitotic
nuclei due to similarity.

ogy. Experiments and results are presented in section 5. Section 6 contains
the discussion part. Finally, the concluding remarks with future work are
presented in section 7.

2. Literature Review

Multispectral imaging uses more than three spectral filters (not like RGB
color images) to capture a series of images having spectral and spatial in-
formation. This spectral and spatial information has been used in remote
sensing [18, 19, 20, 21], biometric systems [22, 23], plant and animal disease
identification [24, 25, 36, 26, 27]. The main idea for extracting discriminative
information from multispectral imaging is the use of combined spectral and
spatial information for discrimination of regions or objects. In earlier works,
Holmquist et al. [28] utilized spectrophotometric information for cervical cell
segmentation in Papanicolaou-stained images. They found that two spectral
bands were more appropriate for cervical cells segmentation as compared to
single spectral band.

Fernandez et al. [37] coupled high-throughput Fourier transform infra-red
spectroscopic imaging of tissue microarrays with statistical pattern recogni-
tion of spectra indicative of endogenous molecular composition for histopatho-
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logical characterization of prostate tissue. They explicitly defined metrics
consisting of spectral features that have a physical significance related to
tissue biochemistry and facilitating the measurement of cell types.

We found few methods in the multispectral literature for spectral and
spatial characterization of histopathological images. Some of them employed
single spectral band of multispectral imaging [44, 34] and others used multiple
spectral bands of multispectral imaging [40, 39, 45]. Some methods computed
one type of features on single spectral band for quantitative analysis. Ma-
sood and Rajpoot [44] proposed a colon biopsy classification method based
on spatial analysis of hyperspectral images. First, spectral band 588 nm was
selected, as it is the one that seemed to contain more textural information.
Then, using circular local binary pattern algorithm, spatial analysis of pat-
terns was represented by a feature vector in the selected spectral band. Later,
classification was achieved using subspace projection methods like principal
component analysis (PCA), linear component analysis (LCA) and support
vector machine (SVM).

Some methods computed different types of features on single spectral
band for quantitative analysis. Malon and Cosatto [34] combined manually
designed nuclear features with the learned features extracted by convolu-
tional neural network for mitosis detection and achieved the best F-Measure
(59%) on multispectral dataset during ICPR contest 2012 [46]. First, focal
plane number five was selected as it was clearly focused. Second, two spectral
bands were selected using PCA to extract the top two eigenvectors from a set
of 10 spectral bands of H&E stained multispectral images. Third, two step
thresholding was applied on first eigenvectors (hematoxylin image) to obtain
candidate blobs. Fourth, a set of shape, contour, pixel and texture features
was computed on the selected spectral band only. Fifth, log likelihoods of
class membership were computed using convolutional neural network classi-
fier for each patch of candidate blob. In the last, the SVM classifier was used
to classify each blob as either mitotic or non-mitotic blob using output of con-
volutional neural network along with feature vector. This approach discards
additional potentially relevant information from other spectral bands.

Instead of limiting themselves to a single spectral band, some authors
use multiple and sometime even all spectral bands, from a given dataset.
Boucheron et al. [45] presented a study in which the additional spectral bands
have additional useful information for nuclear classification in histopathology
as compared to the three standard bands of RGB imagery. Using all spec-
tral bands, they reported a 0.79% improvement in performance compared to
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the next best performing image type. Similarly, Wu el al. [39] proposed a
multilayer conditional random field model using a combination of low-level
cues and high-level contextual information for nuclei separation in high di-
mensional data set obtained through spectral microscopy. In this approach,
the multilayer contextual information is extracted to interpret spectral data
with dynamically imposed pairwise constraints along the neighboring spec-
tral bands. It is an unsupervised process, which efficiently helps to suppress
segmentation errors caused by intensity inhomogeneity and variable chro-
matin texture. Khelifi et al. [40] proposed a spatial and spectral gray level
dependence method in order to extend the concept of gray level co-occurrence
matrix by assuming the presence of texture joint information between spec-
tral bands. Some spectral bands have more relevant information for specific
object or region classification than others. This approach is limited to a
single spatial feature computed from all spectral bands. Approaches like
[45, 39, 40] used all available spectral bands but were limited to one type of
features only. One possible improvement in object classification is multispec-
tral analysis using more types of features. Another possibility of additional
improvement is the selection of spectral bands by minimization of the redun-
dancy and maximization of the relevancy.

In multispectral imaging, the question is how to select the correct spec-
tral bands from the spectral range to best characterize the problem. More
specifically, there are strong correlations between spectral bands and some
spectral bands cannot discriminate between mitotic nuclei and others; this
is the reason why the effective dimension of spectral bands for classification
is less than the total number of spectral bands. In literature, we found one
possible solution that uses information theory, more specifically, by means of
measures based on the mutual information (MI) to feature selection for pixel
classification. Furthermore, Martinez-Uso et al. [47] proposed a hierarchical
clustering framework based on MI for spectral bands selection. Kamandar et
al. [48] used minimum redundancy maximum relevance (mRMR) technique
[49] for spectral bands selection in AVARIS data.

Each mitotic region has different level of relevant information in different
spectral bands. In the proposed framework, we address the shortcomings
of previous works, including (1) selection of spectral bands; (2) analysis of
statistical-spectral features in selected spectral bands rather than single [44,
34] or all spectral bands [45, 39, 40] and (3) selection of the best classifier for
discrimination of mitotic figures from other microscopic objects. The main
novel contributions of the proposed work are:
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1. Three different methods for spectral bands selection including relative
spectral absorption of different tissue components, spectral absorption
of H&E stains and mRMR technique.

2. Computation of a morphological & multispectral statistical features
vector (MMSF) containing intensity, texture and morphological fea-
tures which leverage discriminant information from a given candidate
across selected spectral bands for classification of mitotic and non-
mitotic figures.

3. An extensive investigation of classifiers and inference of the best one
for mitotic figures classification.

3. Dataset

We evaluated the proposed framework on multispectral MITOS dataset
[50] a freely available dataset of medical images where localization of mitotic
figures have been provided by experienced pathologists. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the only available de facto gold standard dataset of both
multispectral and color images. It provides basis not only for comparison
between our proposed framework and other previous frameworks, but also
for comparison between multispectral and color images. Using this dataset,
IPAL CNRS laboratory organized a contest during ICPR 2012 [46]. They
also provided the performance metrics to evaluate the framework for mitosis
detection. We used this dataset and compared our results against the results
of contestants.

The data set is made up of 200 images coming from five different slides
scanned at 40X magnification using a 10 spectral bands microscope. There
are 40 images per slide and each image has a size of 251.6× 251.6 µm2 (that
is an area of 0.063 mm2). The 200 images contain a total 322 mitotic figures.
The training data set consists of 140 images containing 224 mitotic figures
and the evaluation data set consists of 60 images containing 98 mitotic figures
[46].

The spectral bands are all in the visible spectrum. There is some spectrum
overlapping for the spectral bands. In addition, for each spectral band, the
digitization has been performed at 17 different focal planes (17 layers Z-
stack), each focal plane being separated from the other by 500 nm. Therefore,
for each image, there is a stack of 170 files (10 spectral bands and 17 focal
planes for each spectral band). Fig. 2 shows the spectral coverage of each of
the 10 spectral bands of the multispectral microscope.
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Figure 2: Spectral bands of the multispectral microscope and examples for each spectral
band (SB).

4. Proposed Framework

In this paper, we propose a framework for mitosis detection in breast can-
cer multispectral histopathology as shown in Fig. 3. The proposed framework
has five main steps. Step one performs a selection of the most informative
focal plane based on maximum gradient information of mitotic figures from
background. This is explained in Appendix A. Step two is responsible for
the selection of relevant spectral bands for the objective of mitotic figures
detection. Candidates for mitotic figures are detected in step three. Then,
in step four, intensity and texture features across selected spectral bands are
computed for each detected candidate. In addition, using segmented regions
of detected candidates, morphological features are also computed and added
to the feature vector. During step five, candidates are classified into mito-
sis and non-mitosis classes using decision tree (DT), multilayer perceptron
(MLP) as well as linear and non-linear support vector machine (L- and NL-
SVM) classifiers. A side advantage of performing the statistical analysis on
multiple selected spectral bands simultaneously is to investigate whether im-
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Figure 3: Proposed Framework (SBs: spectral bands, MI: Mutual Information).

provement in accuracy can be achieved with multispectral statistical features
computation in selected spectral bands over those methods which use single
spectral band [44, 34] or all spectral bands [45, 39, 40].

4.1. Spectral Bands Selection

4.1.1. Method 1: Tissue Spectral Absorption

The main tissue components visible in the data set images can globally
be categorized into fat, stroma and epithelial nuclei as shown in Fig. 4. As
our purpose is the detection of mitotic nuclei only, we further subdivided
epithelial nuclei into mitotic and non-mitotic nuclei. We selected 200 image
patches, a patch being a region of interest of 150 × 150 pixels, for each tissue
components and computed the spectral absorption responses of each tissue
components for the available 10 spectral bands as shown in Fig. 5. In 5(a),
fat tissue is negligible as it has very low absorption response. Moreover, mi-
totic and non-mitotic nuclei contributions are indistinguishable. We select
mitotic nuclei and stroma curves to compute the maximum differentiation in
contribution to pixel intensity. In 5(b), one can see that bands 7, 8 and 9 ex-
hibit the biggest difference between mitotic nuclei and stroma contributions.
They are the best candidates for maximum differentiation.
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Figure 4: Example of different components of breast tissue in H&E stained histopathologi-
cal image. Left image sample is a taken from spectral band 8, focal plane 6 of multispectral
microscope; right image is taken from Aperio Slide Scanner.

(a) Normalized absorption spectra of four
tissue components in 10 SBs

(b) Difference of mitotic nuclei and stroma
absorption spectra in 10 SBs

Figure 5: Normalized absorption spectra of four tissue components in 10 spectral bands
(SBs). Note that SB 1 (white band), in nature, is different from other SBs and may serve
as reference as it covers the whole visible spectrum and contains all the information that
other bands are containing, although at a lower resolution. It is separated from other SBs
by a dotted line.
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Figure 6: Normalized plot of hematoxylin (blue line) and eosin (red line) dyes absorption
spectra in multispectral images and the difference of hematoxylin and eosin (green line).

4.1.2. Method 2: Hematoxylin and Eosin Spectral Absorption

In this method, we reconstruct the spectrum of a pixel by using staining
characteristics of tissue components to select the optimal number of spectral
bands for mitosis discrimination in H&E stained multispectral histopathol-
ogy. To illustrate the possible correlation between spectral bands and the
staining characteristics of the spectral samples, the plot of hematoxylin and
eosin dyes spectral absorptions are shown in Fig. 6 (this plot is derived from
the work of Bautista and Yagi [51]). Hematoxylin stains nuclei material,
while eosin stains both nuclei and cytoplasm. The H−E plot in Fig. 6 shows
the difference of absorption between hematoxylin and eosin. The spectral
bands for which H−E is maximum are more suitable for discrimination be-
tween nuclei and cytoplasm. The difference is maximum in spectral bands 7
and 8 with almost zero eosin absorption. Therefore, these spectral bands
should be good options for mitosis detection.

4.1.3. Method 3: mRMR Technique

In this method, mRMR technique [49] is used for selection of spectral
bands. Selection is based on two criteria; minimum redundancy R(S, c) and
maximum relevance D(S, c). The relevancy of selected spectral bands to class
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labels has been measured by average of mutual information (MI) between
each spectral band and class label. Their redundancy is measured by an
average of MI between each pair of spectral bands. The average relevancy of
selected spectral bands is defined as:

D =
1

|S|
∑
si∈S

MI(si; cj) (1)

where S denotes the selected spectral bands set, |S| denotes the number of
selected spectral bands, cj denotes jth class label in class set C, si denotes
ith spectral band in S and MI is mutual information between spectral band
si and class label cj. MI is computed using entropy as

MI(S;C) = H(S)− H(S|C) (2)

where

H(S) = −
∑
si∈S

p(si) log2(p(si)) (3)

and

H(S|C) = −
∑
si∈S

∑
cj∈C

p(si, cj) log2(p(si|cj)) (4)

are entropy functions that calculate the uncertainty of the spectral bands and
the class labels. In equations (3) and (4), p(si) is probability density function
of si and p(si|cj) is conditional probability density function of si and cj. By
maximizing D for full spectral bands set ST , we can select a spectral bands
set S with maximum relevance for discrimination of mitotic candidates with
observing spectral bands set ST .

It is likely that selected spectral bands have rich redundancy. There-
fore, the following minimum redundancy R(S, c) is added to select mutually
exclusive spectral bands:

R =
1

|S|2
∑

si,sj∈S

MI(si; sj) (5)

MI(si; sj) is maximum when two spectral bands si and sj have functional
dependency and MI(si; sj) = 0 if si and sj are statistically independent. By
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Table 1: Spectral Bands (SBs) Mutual Information (MI) Measure.

SBs MI Accumulated MI Accumulated MI%

SB 8 3.60 3.60 33%

SB 9 3.59 0.95 42%

SB 7 3.38 0.94 51%

SB 6 3.18 0.93 60%

SB 2 3.16 0.92 69%

SB 1 3.11 0.91 78%

SB 3 3.05 0.89 86%

SB 0 2.99 0.88 91%

SB 4 2.94 0.85 95%

SB 5 2.85 0.82 100%

minimizing R for selected spectral bands, we selected spectral bands set with
minimum redundancy.

Selection of Spectral Bands in Set (S) in Equations (1), (2),
(3), (4) and (5): The incremental search method was used to find the
n spectral bands from the set {ST−Sn−1}, maximizing the following condition
expression:

max
si∈ST−S(n−1)

MI(si; c)−
1

n− 1

∑
sj∈S(n−1)

MI(si; sj)

 (6)

The image patches, used in computation of spectral absorption of differ-
ent tissue components (as described in section 4.1.1), were divided into two
classes. The non-mitosis class consisted of three tissue components including
fat, stroma and non-mitotic nuclei, and the remaining samples belonged to
mitosis class. We performed mRMR on these image patches and their MI
with ranking are shown in Table 1.
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4.2. Candidate Detection on the Spectral Band Having Highest Mutual In-
formation

First, we select the spectral band that has highest MI for candidate detec-
tion, that is band 8. Using this spectral band, we smoothed the input image
with a median filter. Then, we performed binary thresholding on smoothed
image using threshold T as shown in Figure 7(b):

IB(x, y) =

{
1, if I(x, y) < T

0, otherwise
(7)

The value of T is selected from the histogram of mitotic and stroma regions
on spectral band 8 as shown in Appendix B (in Figure 12).

Morphological opening and closing are applied to the binary image IB(x, y)
to merge the clustered regions into large regions, fill holes and eliminate too
small regions. Then we segment the boundaries of candidates using active
contour models with a level set implementation [59]. The key steps for the
segmentation method are as follows:

1. A given nuclei contour $(t) is presented as the zero level of the signed
distance function ψ(x, t). Formally, $(t) = {x : ψ(x, t)}

2. Later, active contour formation is used as:

∂ψ

∂t
= f(I)(αb+ βk)|Oψ|+ γOf · Oψ (8)

where α, β and γ are user-defined settings for the relative scaling of the
terms, f refers to the image-based feature function that is minimized at
nuclei boundary and remains high elsewhere, b is a balloon force that
is added to evolve the curve outwards, k is the curvature along the
normal to the level set contour and Of ·Oψ is the boundary attraction
term. The result of segmentation is shown in Figure 7(c).

Finally, candidates that are too small or too big to be mitotic nuclei were
filtered out based on a minimum area of 200 pixels (that is 37 µm2, corre-
sponding roughly to a circle of diameter 6.86 µm) and a maximum area of
5,500 pixels (that is 1,017.5 µm2, corresponding roughly to a circle of diam-
eter 36 µm), computed on the segmented regions from MITOS multispectral
dataset. An example of candidate detection is shown in Figure 7(d).

The process of cell division has four different stages, each one exhibiting
different shape, size and textures. This motivates further statistical and mor-
phological analysis on multispectral data to achieve reasonable classification
of candidates into mitotic and non-mitotic types.
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(a) Smooth Image (b) Threshold Image

(c) Segmented Image (d) Selected Candidates (Green cir-
cle=mitotic region, red circle=non-mitotic
region)

Figure 7: Different steps in candidate detection on breast cancer multispectral histopathol-
ogy.

4.3. Morphological & Multispectral Statistical Features (MMSF) Computa-
tion

We computed MMSF vector consisting of intensity and textural features
in several selected spectral bands. In addition, we also computed morpholog-
ical features (such as area, roundness, elongation, perimeter and equivalent
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spherical perimeter) from segmented regions during candidate detection. The
morphological features reflect the phenotype information of mitotic and non-
mitotic nuclei.

Using pixel information in selected spectral bands, we computed five
intensity-based features on each segmented candidate regions in selected spec-
tral bands: mean, median, variance, kurtosis and skewness for each candi-
date. For capturing spatial dependency inside candidate regions, we also
computed multispectral textural features on each segmented candidate re-
gions in selected spectral bands that included Haralick co-occurrence [52]
and run-length [53] features. The co-occurrence features were correlation,
cluster shade, cluster prominence, energy, entropy, hara-correlation, inertia
and difference moment and the run-length features were short run empha-
sis, long run emphasis, grey-level non-uniformity, run length non-uniformity,
low grey level runs emphasis, high grey level runs emphasis, short run low
grey level emphasis, short run high grey level emphasis, long run low grey
level emphasis, and long run high grey level emphasis. These multispec-
tral texture features were computed with one displacement vector in four
directions (0o, 45o, 90o, 135o) as in [11]. To make these features rotationally
invariant, they were averaged over four directions. Hence, a total of 23 fea-
tures were computed for each spectral band (five intensity based features,
eight co-occurrence features and ten run-length features).

In most cases, the features have different dynamic ranges. These different
dynamic ranges of features affect the majority of classifiers which use the
distance between two points. If one of the features has a broad range of
values, the distance will be governed by this particular feature. Therefore,
dynamic ranges of features were normalized so that each feature contributes
approximately proportionately to the final distance. We solved this problem
by normalizing the features values so that they lie within similar dynamic
ranges. The normalization formula is given as:

f ′ =
f − fmin

fmax − fmin

(9)

where f is original feature value, f ′ is the normalized feature value, fmin is
the minimum feature values and fmax is the maximum feature value.

4.4. Candidate Classification

Different classifiers learn a model in different ways that fits the relation-
ship between features and labels of the training set. These learned models
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are used to classify new unknown instances from the evaluation set. Each
classifier has its own strong and weak points. To explore the different learn-
ing models on MMSF, four classifiers, DT, MLP, L-SVM and NL-SVM [54]
were used to learn mitotic and non-mitotic classes from training set. These
learned classes predicted the possible label of detected candidates in evalu-
ation set. Generally, SVM and MLP tend to perform better when dealing
with high dimensions and continuous features. On the other hand, DT tend
to perform better when dealing with discrete features.

In our experiments, a multilayer perceptron (feedforward neural network)
with backpropagation as learning model and sigmoid as activation function
is used. The decision tree (DT) is a functional tree that could have logistic
regression model at the inner nodes and leaves. It models the posterior class
probabilities as:

P (C = c,X = x) =
eFc(x)∑C
i=1 e

Fi(x)
(10)

where C is a label set and X is an instance set.
The L-SVM is a L2-regularized L2-loss support vector classification [55]

as:

min
ω

1

2
ωTω + α

N∑
i=1

(max(0, 1− Ciω
Txi))

2 (11)

where α > 0 is a penalty parameter, xi is an instance of the instance set,
Ci is a label of label set and ω is a weight vector.

In NL-SVM, we used Gaussian radial base function that allowed to avoid
the explicit evaluation of mapping by using the so-called kernel trick:

K(xi, xj) = e−
‖xi−xj‖2

2σ2 (12)

5. Experiment Results

The proposed framework was evaluated on MITOS multispectral dataset
[50]. The results of candidate detection and classification methods were com-
pared with ground-truth (GT) information provided along with the dataset.
The metrics used to evaluate the mitosis detection included: number of true
positives (TP), number of false positives (FP), number of false negatives
(FN), sensitivity or true positive rate

(
TPR = TP

TP+FN

)
, precision or positive

predictive value
(
PPV = TP

TP+FP

)
and F-Measure

(
F-Measure = 2× TPR×PPV

TPR+PPV

)
.
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In addition to MITOS contest, the proposed framework was also evaluated
with 5-fold cross validation [56] by merging the training and evaluation sets.

5.1. Spectral Bands Selection

How many spectral bands are necessary for a good detection of mitotic
figures? Which spectral bands are relevant for mitotic figure detection?

To discuss these two questions, we tried first to evaluate the contributions
of each spectral band using three different proposed methods as discussed in
section 4.1. The results are shown in Table 2. The ranking of spectral bands
in method one is based on difference between spectral absorption of mitotic
nuclei and cytoplasm, while the ranking of spectral bands in method two
is based on difference between hematoxylin and eosin spectral absorption.
These three rankings put the same spectral bands, namely 7, 8 and 9 in
top position. More specifically, the top position in methods one and two is
occupied by spectral band 7 while method three gives the top position to
spectral band 8 on the basis of highest MI.

At the bottom of the table, there are spectral bands 4 and 5 for all
three rankings. According to method two ranking, the difference between
absorption response of hematoxylin and eosin in spectral bands 4 and 5 is
almost zero which represents that these two spectral bands are irrelevant for
mitosis discrimination. Based on these analyses, we ignore spectral bands 4
and 5 for mitosis discrimination.

Considering the available spectral bands and their rankings, our selection
of spectral bands contains the following eight bands: 8, 9, 7, 6, 2, 1, 3, and 0.

5.2. Candidate Detection

We performed candidate detection in top three spectral bands of the
three proposed spectral bands selection methods. Those three spectral bands
are 7, 8 and 9. In order to evaluate the ability of these spectral bands
to provide adequate information for the detection of mitosis, we will also
perform separately candidate detection on spectral band 1 only as this band
covers the whole visible spectrum. The results of candidate detection step
were ranked according to F-Measure and reported in Figure 8.

Spectral band 8 has higher F-Measure than bands 7, 9 and 1 with more
TP and less FP. Although spectral band 1 covers the full spectrum of light,
it reported poor results for candidate detection.

On training and evaluation sets, the candidate detection using spectral
band 8 detects 2510 and 1188 candidates, containing 192 and 90 ground truth
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Table 2: Different Rankings of Spectral Bands (SBs). The upper dotted line shows that
SBs 7,8 and 9 are at top three positions in these ranking. The lower dotted line shows
that SBs 4 and 5 are at bottom three positions.

Method 1 Method 2 Method 3

SB Mitosis−Cytoplasm SB H−E SB MI

7 0.47 7 0.96 8 3.6

8 0.45 8 0.91 9 3.59

9 0.36 9 0.64 7 3.38

3 0.33 1 0.39 6 3.18

2 0.31 6 0.33 2 3.16

6 0.30 0 0.23 1 3.05

1 0.30 2 0.23 3 3.05

4 0.29 3 0.21 0 2.99

0 0.28 5 0.04 4 2.95

5 0.27 4 0 5 2.83

mitosis from a total 224 and 98 ground truth mitosis, respectively. Among all
the detected candidates, there are 2318 and 1098 non-mitosis in the training
and evaluation sets, respectively. The candidate detection step generates a
large number of FP and missed 32 and 8 ground truth mitosis from training
and evaluation sets, respectively.

5.3. Candidate Classification

5.3.1. Classification on MITOS Dataset using 5-fold Cross Validation

In this experiment, the assessment of classification performance was made
using 5-fold cross validation by combining both MITOS training and evalu-
ation sets. Classification results are shown in Table 3. In case of all spec-
tral bands MMSF, NL-SVM classifier outperformed the other classifiers and
achieved the highest PPV (79.70%) and F-Measure (61.45%). Overall, L-
SVM reported higher TPR (56.21%) but more FP as well. In case of selected
eight spectral bands MMSF, L-SVM classifier has its F-Measure improved
thanks to higher TPR and PPV. Overall, NL-SVM achieved the highest F-
Measure (62.07%) and PPV (81.00%).
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Figure 8: Candidate detection results on selected spectral bands (SB: spectral band, TR:
training dataset, EV: evaluation dataset).

Table 3: Classification Results (ground truth = 322 mitosis) on MITOS Dataset using
5-fold Cross Validation.

Classifiers TP FP TPR PPV F-Measure

All SBs MMSF
L-SVM 181 98 56.21% 64.87% 60.23%
NL-SVM 161 41 50% 79.70% 61.45%
MLP 164 63 50.93% 72.25% 59.54%
DT 167 103 51.86% 56.42% 56.42%

Selected eight SBs MMSF
L-SVM 184 93 57.14% 66.43% 61.44%
NL-SVM 162 38 50.31% 81.00% 62.07%
MLP 164 47 50.93% 77.73% 61.54%
DT 163 79 50.62% 67.36% 57.80%
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Figure 9: Plot of F-Measure using spectral bands (SBs) selection. Result from using all
SBs from left to the current, e.g. SB 2 result uses SB 8, 9, 7, 6, 2. This order is taken from
the mRMR ranking. First vertical dotted line shows that selecting features upto SBs 2
matches the previous best result. Second vertical dotted line highlights the overall best
result by selecting features upto SBs 0.

Using mRMR ranking of spectral bands, the different selection of spectral
bands are also tested using all the classifiers introduced in Section 4.4. How-
ever, for both clarity and briefness, we only plot F-Measure curves of 5-fold
cross validation with all classifiers in Figure 9. Similar results were obtained
in other cases. Figure 9 shows that F-Measure increases while we add more
spectral bands to the set of selected spectral bands. F-Measure reaches a
peak with a set of eight selected spectral bands, then it starts decreasing
when adding more spectral bands. The sequence of spectral bands selection
is according to ranking of MI from mRMR. In case of few spectral bands
MMSF, NL-SVM, MLP and DT reported poor classification accuracy while
L-SVM reported higher classification accuracy. As more spectral bands are
selected NL-SVM classifiers started performing better than other classifiers
and reached maximum performance with first eight selected spectral bands.

5.3.2. Classification on MITOS Evaluation Set

In this experiment, MITOS training set was used to train the four selected
classifiers and MITOS evaluation set is used to test the classification accuracy
of proposed framework as shown in Table 4. Classification was performed
from MMSF computed both on selected eight spectral bands and on all the
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Table 4: Classification Result (ground truth = 98 mitosis) on MITOS Evaluation Set.

Classifiers TP FP TPR PPV F-Measure

All SBs MMSF
L-SVM 62 41 63.27% 60.19% 61.69%
NL-SVM 53 25 54.08% 67.95% 60.23%
MLP 63 50 64.29% 55.75% 59.72%
DT 66 59 67.35% 52.80% 59.19%

Selected eight SBs MMSF
L-SVM 63 38 64.29% 62.38% 63.32%
NL-SVM 58 26 59.18% 69.05% 63.74%
MLP 59 30 60.20% 66.29% 63.10%
DT 61 37 62.24% 62.24% 62.24%

spectral bands. When all spectral bands MMSF were used for training and
evaluation, DT classifier reported higher TP (66) but also higher FP (87),
resulting in low F-Measure (55.59%). The NL-SVM classifiers have few FP
but also few TP resulting also in low F-Measure (57.71%). Overall, the MLP
classifier reported the highest F-Measure (59.72%).

In case of selected spectral bands MMSF, F-Measure was increased more
in NL-SVM classifiers by 42.22% reduction of FP and reported the high-
est F-Measure (63.74%). Overall, L-SVM classifier achieved the highest
TPR (64.29%) while MLP classifier reported the second highest F-Measure
(63.10%). The selection of spectral bands improved the classification accu-
racy by reducing the number of FP. This shows that the spectral bands not
selected are not relevant for mitosis classification and therefore they may bias
the classifiers towards non-mitosis class.

To consider potential over-fitting of classification, we have also tested our
proposed framework using a training set made up from three out of the five
slides and an evaluation set made up of the remaining two slides. LSVM
classifier outperformed DT, MLP and NLSVM classifiers with TPR (80%),
PPV (55%) and F-Measure (65.20%) on all spectral bands and TPR (74%),
PPV (63%) and F-Measure (68.10%) on selected eight spectral bands. These
results eliminate the potential risk of over-fitting of classification. In addition,
by reducing the number of features, the classification results are of lower
quality. This demonstrates that there is no over-fitting in our framework
when using the complete set of features from selected spectral bands.
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Table 5: Classification Result on MITOS Dataset with spectral band 1 vs other spectral
bands (ground truth = 322 mitosis) using 5-fold cross validation.

Classifiers TP FP TPR PPV F-Measure

White SB MMSF
L-SVM 76 62 23.60% 55.07% 33.04%
NL-SVM 68 37 21.12% 65.38% 31.92%
MLP 72 41 22.36% 63.72% 33.10%
DT 59 30 18.32% 66.29% 28.71%

All SBs except band 1 MMSF
L-SVM 179 111 55.59% 61.72% 58.50%
NL-SVM 160 48 49.69% 76.92% 60.38%
MLP 162 64 50.31% 71.68% 59.12%
DT 168 97 52.17% 63.40% 57.24%

5.3.3. Classification on MITOS Dataset with Spectral Band 1 vs other Spec-
tral Bands

To investigate the relative contribution of spectral bands, we also per-
formed a comparative study of mitosis classification using MMSF features
from spectral band 1 (white spectral band) with MMSF features from rest
of spectral bands and the achieved results are shown in Table 5. It is impor-
tant to note that for all classifiers detection results with MMSF excluding
spectral band 1 outperform detection results of MMSF on spectral band 1
only, and reports highest F-Measure (60.38%) with NL-SVM classifier. This
experiment illustrates that multispectral bands have much more information
for mitosis classification than white band alone.

5.3.4. Classification on MITOS Dataset with Blue, Green and Red Spectral
Bands

In this experiment, we explored the impact of different parts of visible
spectrum on the mitosis classification. The range of visible spectrum was
divided into three parts: blue spectrum (spectral bands 2,3,4), green spec-
trum (spectral bands 5,6,7) and red spectrum (spectral bands 8,9,0). Each
spectrum MMSF were used for mitosis classification and results are shown in
Table 6. Green MMSF reported the highest TPR (46.89%) with L-SVM clas-
sifier and the highest PPV (75.14%) with NL-SVM classifier, while red MMSF
reported the highest F-Measure (54.58%) with L-SVM classifier. These re-
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Table 6: Classification Result on MITOS Dataset with blue, green and red Spectral Bands
(SBs) using 5-fold cross validation (ground truth = 322 mitosis).

Classifiers TPR PPV F-Measure TPR PPV F-Measure

Blue SBs (2,3&4) MMSF Green SBs (5,6&7) MMSF
L-SVM 26% 59% 36.56% 47% 56% 51.01%
NL-SVM 32% 68% 43.31% 40% 67% 50.49%
MLP 39% 55% 45.26% 43% 60% 49.91%
DT 30% 51% 37.96% 42% 55% 47.89%

Red SBs (0,8&9) MMSF SBs 7,8&9 MMSF
L-SVM 42% 67% 51.53% 45% 62% 52.25%
NL-SVM 39% 72% 51% 41% 72% 51.88%
MLP 42% 61% 49.54% 40% 66% 49.62%
DT 40% 58% 47.43% 41% 61% 48.70%

sults illustrate that red spectral bands have more information for mitosis
classification as compared to green and blue spectral bands. An important
point is that green spectral bands have more information as compared to blue
ones that might be due to spectral bands 6 and 7 having higher absorption
response for mitotic figures. Moreover, we also investigated the impact of top
three ranked spectral bands (7, 8 & 9) MMSF vector for mitosis detection
using 5-fold cross validation. As compared with blue, green and red spectral
bands results, this MMSF vector clearly outperformed with all four classifiers
and achieved highest F-Measure (52.25%) with L-SVM classifier as shown in
Table 6.

6. Discussion

The results seem to indicate the best scores are achieved using the se-
lected focal plane, across selected spectral bands. The proposed focal plane
selection is automatic and unsupervised. We performed selection of focal
plane separately for each spectral band. However, as the best focal plane is
the same for all spectral bands, in future we could use the best focal plane
computed on one spectral band only. It is not necessary to compute it for
each spectral band separately. In other words, finding the best focal plane
and finding the best spectral bands are separable problems.

The best F-Measure for candidate detection was achieved on spectral
band 8. The fact that the proposed framework achieved better results when
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using spectral bands 8, 9 and 7 for candidate detection than when using
the full spectrum (spectral band 1) supports the claim that multispectral
imaging improves the accuracy of the framework. As spectral bands 7, 8
and 9 actually overlap in terms of spectrum, it would be interesting to apply
spectral unmixing between spectral bands 7, 8 and 9 to see if it can further
improve the results. The results illustrate clearly the improved accuracy
resulting of the spectral band selection process.

In order to study the MMSF for classification of mitotic figures, we per-
formed spectral bands selection by studying which spectral bands have mini-
mum redundant and maximum relevant information for mitosis classification.
Figure 9 show the results (F-Measure) of mitosis classification using a selec-
tion of spectral bands based on mRMR ranking. With top five spectral bands,
we match the best results achieved during MITOS contest [46]. With top
eight spectral bands, we achieve 63.74% F-Measure which is a 8% increase
over the best know results. Adding more spectral bands (spectral bands 4
and 5), only has a negative impact on the results. This concludes that spec-
tral bands 4 and 5 are irrelevant for mitosis discrimination. To illustrate the
possible correlation between selected spectral bands and the staining charac-
teristics of the spectral samples, the shape of H−E plot in Figure 6 validated
the proposed selection of spectral bands.

We also used the analysis of different subsets of multispectral features as
complement to the analysis of performance on MMSF. Specifically, we have
shown in experiment 3 that multispectral data contains more discriminant
information for detection of mitosis than spectral band 1, which covers the
full visible spectrum. According to experiment 4, red spectral bands (8,9,0)
are more helpful for mitosis discrimination as compared to blue spectral
bands (2,3,4) and green spectral bands (5,6,7). An important finding is that
green spectral bands have more information than blue spectral bands, which
might be reason of spectral band 6 and 7, which contain higher absorption
response for mitotic nuclei as compared to other tissue components.

Separate training and evaluation sets of MITOS dataset [50] have been
used for training and evaluation of the proposed framework. The comparison
of proposed framework results with MITOS contest results [46] are shown
in Figure 10. Malon and Cosatto [34] method ranked first of the contest
with 59% F-Measure. In comparison with MITOS contestants, the proposed
framework compute features on selected spectral bands that have higher mi-
totic absorption response as compared to other tissue components. Using se-
lected spectral bands MMSF and NL-SVM classifier, we managed to achieve
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Figure 10: Comparison of proposed framework results with MITOS contest result. Vertical
dotted line is used to separate the result of contestants methods and proposed method.

highest F-Measure (63.74%). Fig. 11 illustrates the receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve [57] obtained with selected spectral bands MMSF
with NL-SVM classifier. This clearly demonstrates that our new proposed
framework results in an improved ability to distinguish mitosis from other
objects. The proposed framework should be considered as the state of the
art.

The majority of mitosis missed by the proposed framework, are signif-
icantly different from the detected mitosis. Missed mitosis have very light
nuclear material and a small size as compared to detected mitosis. In addi-
tion, some missed mitotic figures are clustered in small heterogeneous regions.
Furthermore, most of FP are lymphocytes that look very similar to mitotic
figures.

The proposed framework is developed using Insight Segmentation and
Registration Toolkit (ITK) [58] and it requires an average of 10 minutes to
process an image of 1360 × 1360 pixels on Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2500 CPU
@ 3.30GHz with 4GB memory.

7. Conclusion

An automated mitosis detection framework for breast cancer multispec-
tral imaging based on multispectral spatial features has been proposed. First,
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Figure 11: The ROC curve using selected spectral bands MMSF with NL-SVM classifier.

focal plane selection is performed using maximum gradient information. Based
on MI of spectral bands and spectral absorption of different tissue compo-
nents and stains, spectral bands were selected for candidate detection and
feature computation. Candidate detection was performed on the spectral
bands that have relatively higher MI and mitotic absorption spectra. Then,
MMSF are computed for each candidate in eight selected spectral bands, a
highly efficient model for capturing spectral and spatial features for object
discrimination. The proposed framework outperformed the MITOS contest
results with 8% improvement of F-Measure. We expect to improve mitosis
detection performance by selecting the feature set through the computation
of MMSF of candidate regions in selected spectral bands. In future work, we
plan to investigate unmixing of bands as most spectral bands have overlap-
ping area, which increase redundancy. The pre-selection of the focal plane (or
volumes) is also of great importance to reduce the complexity of the dataset
and improve the actual performances to reach clinical operational acceptance
expected by our professional consortia. Future improvements are expected
using this novel medical modality in histopathology, in order to exploit the
richness of the spectral and spatial information, going far beyond the human
eye perception.
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Appendix

A - Focal plane Selection using Maximum Gradient

For selection of focal plane, average gradient of mitotic figures from back-
ground regions was computed on all the focal planes. The computed gradient
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vector of image I:

5I =

[
∂I

∂x
,
∂I

∂y

]
(13)

where ∂I
∂x

and ∂I
∂y

are partial derivative of I with respect to x and y directions,
respectively as:

∂I(x, y)

∂x
=
I(x+ 1, y)− I(x− 1, y)

2
∂I(x, y)

∂y
=
I(x, y + 1)− I(x, y − 1)

2

(14)

The focal plane that has maximum average gradient (i.e. best focus) is
selected for the next steps of the framework.

B - Histograms of mitotic and stroma regions in 10 spectral bands
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(a) Histogram in SB 8

(b) Histogram in SB 0 (c) Histogram in SB 1 (d) Histogram in SB 2

(e) Histogram in SB 3 (f) Histogram in SB 4 (g) Histogram in SB 5

(h) Histogram in SB 6 (i) Histogram in SB 7 (j) Histogram in SB 9

Figure 12: Histogram analysis of mitotic and stroma regions in 10 spectral bands (SBs).
The threshold value T is selected at intersection of both curves.
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